
Think and Go

EPOC+ headset is used to transfer thoughts and facial expressions 
to the signals operating wheelchair by 14 sensors. Device works as 
an EEG used in hospitals to investigate actual electrical activity of 
the brain. 
Types of recognition: mental commands, facial expressions         
emotional states + gyroscope

Two applications were developed to connect parts of hardware into the 
entire system.
1. GetThink application (command window) serves to receive and process 
signals from the Epoc +. This application can recognize mimic facial                  
expressions and assign direction of movement to each expression.
2. VisMove application runs on the user´s laptop. This application can show 
direction of movement in the user interface.
These applications cooperate with each other, and tharefore functionality 
needs to be considered along with safety. To provide safety of the data, TCP 
which was enhanced by encoding the data was used. Moreover, the                 
applications in the system perform veri�cations between each other to       
provide higher safety. 

Think and Go project is actually in the progress of development and improvement. All has been done within our free time as extra-curricular 
activity, similarly to the Minerva Group project
Currently, we are in the testing phase. The �rst tests of the electric wheelchair controlled by facial expressions were successful and gave us 
a lot of job satisfaction. . 
In future we would to learn how to process thoughts from the Epoc device to control of electric wheelchair. Recognizing thoughts requires 
hard study of brain, neurons and supporting technology for recognizing big data such as a data binding, machine learning and so on. That 
can be challenge also for other students who will want to improve their skills and knowledge. 

Arduino is used to operate electric wheelchair by EPOC+ instead 
of joystick. This open-source platform establishes the electric 
system which receives signals from computer to control                
electro-motoric part of the wheelchair by thoughts and facial        
expressions. Device is powered from accumulator and                      
programmed to transfer commands to operate wheelchair       
movements.
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Think and Go project deals with controlling a specially modi�ed electric wheelchair by 
human mind. It was an idea of our supervisor Maximilián Strémy to improve our practical 
experience and technical skills within the development of this project. The purpose of 
project is also to �nd better ways to help disabled people on wheelchairs by using               
advanced technologies. EPOC+ is used to process thoughts and facial expressions. Original 
electric system of the wheelchair was upgraded by Arduino, and also new software             
environment was developed for its operation. Both types of devices, EPOC+ and Arduino, 
are connected to notebook to run software and drivers. This all was performed by the      
Faculty students within the non-pro�t organization called Minerva. 
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